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Ravenna Fatto d'Arme
At the dawn of the April 11th 1512 of a tragic Easter day, the first battle in modern history starts at the gates of 
the city of Ravenna.
Ravenna™ Fatto d’Arme is a fascinating historic game for 2 to 6 players, divided in two teams, that recreates 
after 500 years a great event of warfare history.

Concept and aim of the game
Ravenna™ Fatto d’Arme lets you reinterpret the battle between the French Army and the Holy League fought 
on the plain of Ravenna in 1512.
The players are devided in two sides and they lead the armies with the sole purpose of defeating the 
opponents.
What will the outcome of the battle be this time?

Contents of the box
This box contains:
– this rule book;
– 1 game board that reproduces the plain of Ravenna;
– 46 standard cards containing: 6 Commander cards, 24 Unit cards and 16 Personal Initiative cards;
– 30 small cards containing: 18 Strategy cards, 12 Order cards;
– 2 counter sheet containing:

– 8 rectangular Cavalry tiles;
– 3 rectangular Artillery tiles;
– 13 square Infantry tiles;
– 24 square Execution tokens;
– 12 triangle Maintain the Position tokens;

– 2 wooden Moral markers in 2 different colors: blue and red;
– 2 special wooden dice (4-sided) in 2 different colors: blue and red.
For production reasons, 2 blank tiles and 1 blank token are available in the counter sheet in order to be 
preserved as spare parts. 

Game Set-up
1. The game board reproduces the "plain" of Ravenna, a vast area south of the city along the river Ronco (to 
the left), almost at the confluence with the river Montone. Place the game board in the center of the playing 
area.
2. The battlefield is a checkerboard composed of 42 Areas, through which the Units move and fight to carry 
their side to victory. The checkerboard has alphanumeric coordinates ("A" to "F" horizontally and 1 to 7 
vertically) useful to identify each Area. Each Area can hold up to 4 tiles (depending on their shape and size) of 
only one side at a time: an Area can never contain units of both sides.
3. Players are organized into two opposing sides. Each side can have no more than three players. The French 
blue army represents the French forces in Italy: they are located in the northern part of the field.
The Spanish red army represents the Holy League: they are located in the southern part of the field.
4. Players are arranged adjacent to the long sides of the game board. Each side takes all the components of 
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their color: 12 Units tiles; 9 Strategy cards and 6 Order cards; 12 Unit cards, 3 Commander cards and 8 
Personal Initiative cards; 12 Execution tokens; 1 Morale marker and 1 special die.
5. Each side places the Moral marker on the “24” space of the Moral track on the game board. The first side 
running out of these points will lose the battle.
6. The 3 Commander cards of each side must be distributed as equitably as possible among their players. 
On each side there are 1 Commander-in-Chief and other 2 Commanders. Players put these cards revealed 
in front of them on the playing area. Each Commander is matched to 4 of 12 Unit cards of their army: they are 
placed adjacent to the Commander card, creating a command line.
7. Each Commander places all his Unit tiles on the battlefield on the game board as indicated by the 
coordinates on every tile to recreate the historical deployment. Where the tiles share the same Area, his 
Commander may arrange them in that Area as he prefers.
8. Players who have received the Commander-in-Chief card take the complete set of 9 Strategy card. 
Between them, they take the Preparation card to put it face down on the Commander-in-chief card. The 
remaining cards form a deck, placed adjacent to the game board.
9. Each side creates a deck with the 8 Personal Initiative cards, placed adjacent to the game board.
10. Create a common pool for both sides with all the 12 Maintain the Position tokens that must be placed 
next to the game board.
11. Each Commander-in-Chief keeps close at hand the complete set of 6 Order cards of his side, the 12 
Execution tokens and the die of its color.
It is the dawn of the April 11, 1512: the battle of Ravenna is about to begin!

How to play
Every game is divided into 8 turns. Each turn covers roughly an hour of the battle, where both sides 
move and fight simultaneously on the battlefield.
Each turn is divided into 7 phases:

1 Orders
Each Commander-in-Chief receives 1 Strategy card: between the 2 he owns, he chooses 1 and play it face 
down on the game board. Then he issues Orders at each Commander of his side by assigning the 3 
corresponding Order cards.

2 Execution
Each Commander, in priority order, must see and choose whether to accept or reject the issued Order.
The Commanders who refuse the Order must choose a new Order or If the Order refused was Wait, he may 
declare a Personal Initiative with 1 Personality of his command line. Each side loses Moral points for 
rejected orders, by moving the marker on the track on the game board, when the new Order or the 
Personal Initiative will be revealed.
Each Commander, in priority order, must assign Execution tokens to at least on 1 Unit of the command line 
that will execute the Order, by placing them on the tiles on the game board. Assign a Execution token also on 
Units that will execute a Personal Initiative in this turn.

3 Maintain the Position
All the Maintain the Position Orders (and Personal Initiatives that takes effect in this phase) are revealed and 
are executed simultaneously.
The tiles of those Units are marked with 1 Maintain the Position token that modify the Melee and the Defense 
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value by +1.

4 Shoot
Personal Initiatives that takes effect in this phase are revealed. Each Unit with shooting capacity (with the 
brass diamond) can shoot in priority order. In case of a succesful attack, the Commander who leads the 
affected Unit manages the combat effects.

5 Attack
All the Attack Orders (and Personal Initiatives that takes effect in this phase) are revealed and are executed in 
priority order.
The units that Attack must move (advancing and turning) to engage a enemy Unit to start a melee fight. A 
Commander who leads affected Units manages the combat effects. 

6 Movement
All the Movement Orders (and Personal Initiatives that takes effect in this phase) are revealed and are 
executed in priority order.
The units executing a Movement must move (advancing and turning). 

7 Wait
All the Wait Orders are revealed and those Units do NOT execute actions.
Both Strategy cards played by the Commanders-in-Chief are revealed in order to check if the issued Orders 
match the card. For each Order that does not match, the side loses 4 Moral points by moving the 
marker on the track on the game board.
All Orders issued to Commanders in this turn are returned to the Commander-in-Chief.

Important: players of the same side can talk and share informations. It's not allowed to show game 
components with informations still secret and to talk and share informations aside from the opponents. If a 
player wants to disclose informations it must do openly, assuming the risk that this could benefit the 
opponents.

The Game in Detail
Moral
Each side has its own Moral track on the game board. The Moral points are indicated by the numbers written 
on a banner. Each side starts with 24 Moral points. During the game, various game effects can vary this 
ammount of points. Your side can lose Moral points by:
– issuing Orders incorrectly;
– rejecting Orders from the Commander-in-Chief;
– issuing incorrect Orders to the Unit (e.g. by attacking with a Unit that fails to engage an enemy Unit);
– executing Personal Initiatives with a Unit with 1 Personality;
– menaging the combat effects after being effected by a shoot or a melee fight.
Your side can gain Moral points by:
– destroying a Unit with Personality.
At any time of the game, if the Moral points of one side are zero, the opponent side is immediately decleared 
the winner.
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Armies in Battle
Opposing sides
In this game two opposing sides fights against each other:
– the French Army with a blue coat of arms with three golden lilies;
– the Holy League with a red coat of arms with a big white cross.

Each side represents an army led by 1 Commander-in-Chief, supported by 2 other Commanders. Each of 
these roles must be assigned, regardless of the numbers of players: when less than 6 players are playing, 
someone must take control of more than a role. Roles are distributed as equitably as possible. For example, if 
a side has only two players, give to a player the Commander-in-Chief and to the other the 2 Commanders.

James, player of the French Army, assumes the role of the Commander-in-Chief Gaston de Foix, while Luke, 
his only teammate, plays with the Commanders Alfonso d'Este and Federico Gonzaga.

Each army is also composed by 12 different Units. Each Commander menages his own set of 4 Units of his 
command line. He receives Orders from the Commander-in-Chief and apply them to his Units in the way he 
prefers. Every Commander has a priority value indicated on his Commander card.

Strategy
Each Commander-in-Chief received 9 Strategy cards during the Set Up: one of them is marked as 
Preparation.

Priority
All Commanders and all Units have a univocal Priority value, a number printed on a golden hexagon. When 
you have to execute game operations in Priority order, they must be resolved considering this value: the 
lowest number goes first, then all the others in ascending order.

Turn Phases
The French Army consisted of 32.000 men, formed up in an arc to press the enemy. The Spanish army 
consisted of 30.000 men, was hidden behind the entrenchement, dugged in advance the day before to stop 
the enemy.
Who would be forced to withdraw from the region?

1. Orders
During the first phase of the round, both Commanders-in-Chief choose at random (and concomitantly) 1 
Strategy card from the opponent deck to deliver it (without looking at it) to the opponent Commander-in-Chief. 
Each of them has now 2 cards: they must choose 1 card to play face down on its position on the game board. 
When the eighth Strategy card is played, the final round begins: at the end of that round, the game ends.

Strategy cards
Each side has its own Strategy deck composed by 9 cards. Each Strategy card contains 3 Orders and the 
Commander-in-Chief must issue one Order to each command line. In the first phase of each round, both 
Commanders-in-Chief choose between two different Strategy cards.
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The Strategy card NOT played is kept face down by the Commander-in-Chief on his Commander card for the 
next round. In the eighth and last round of the game, each Commander-in-Chief keeps an unused Strategy 
card. A Strategy card is played on the provided space on the game board. Used Strategy cards cannot be 
retrieved during the game.

Important: a Commander-in-Chief can always look at the Strategy card just played and his used Strategy 
cards, but he cannot look to the opponent Strategy cards.

Now, each Commander-in-Chief must issue the 3 Orders indicated by the Strategy card played in this round. 
He takes the 3 matching Order cards from the deck and he places them (face down) on each Commander 
card of his side, as he sees fit. At the end of this phase each Commander must have received a single Order 
card. The unused Order cards return in the deck and must not be revealed.

James, the Commander-in-Chief of the blue army, chooses to play the Strategy card Preparation with the 
Orders: Wait, Movement, Movement. Gabriel, the Commander-in-Chief of the red army, chooses instead the 
Strategy card with the Orders: Maintain the Position, Attack and Movement. Each Commander-in-Chief plays 
those Orders by taking those cards from the deck. James, the Commander-in-Chief of the blue army, issue the 
Orders by playing the Order cards, face down, on the Commander cards: he plays Wait on Alfonso d’Este, and 
the two Movement Orders on the other 2 Commanders.

Order types
Each Commander-in-Chief has his own deck of 7 Order cards. Each card shows a single type of Order, 
marked by a symbol. There are 4 types of Order:

Maintain the Position: (stone triangle) it issues the Commander to maintain the position with at least 1 Unit of 
his command line. Each Unit executing this Order receives a triangular token on his tile on the battlefield that 
modify the Melee and the Defense value by +1. The Unit maintains the token and the modifier until it receives 
a new Order or it withdraws or retreats when menaging combat effects.

Attack: (steel square) it issues the Commander to engage enemy Units and start a melee fight with at least 1 
Unit of his command line.

Movement: (wooden circle) it issues the Commander to move from the current position with at least 1 Unit of 
his command line.

Wait: (wooden cross) it issues the Commander to wait and do nothing with at least 1 Unit of his command line. 
The Wait Order allows to execute a Personal Initiative with a Unit with 1 Personality if rejected.

2. Execution
In the second phase of the round the Commanders of both sides, in priority order, secretly looks at the issued 
Order and must choose wheather to accept it or reject it. Rejecting an Order of the Commander-in-Chief costs 
2 Moral points, but allows to execute an Order freely choosen or to execute a Personal Initiative:

– Accept an issued Order: if a Commander accepts the issued Order, he chooses at least 1 Unit among the 
Units of his command line that will execute it and put an Execution token on the tile of each of those Units.
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The issued Order card must be placed, face down, on the Commander card who received it.

Important: even the Wait Order, to be accepted, must be assigned by the Commander who accepted it with at 
least 1 Unit of his command line.

Luke controls Commander Alfonso d’Este and accept the issued Movement Order. Luke takes 2 Execution 
tokens and assigns it to the Infantry Units under his Command. This turn, his Pikemen and Arquebusiers will 
advance towards the enemy army.

– Reject a issued Order to choose a new Order: if a Commander rejects an issued Order he immediately 
reveals it. Then, he receives the Order decks from the Commander-in-Chief with the NOT issued Orders of this 
round: among these cards, he secretly chooses a new Order and places it, face down, above the rejected 
Order. The Commander assigns the Execution tokens to the Units of his command line who wants to perform 
the new Order, then he returns the Order deck to the Commander-in-Chief. For each rejected Order, the side 
will lose 2 Moral points when the new Order is revealed.

Leonard rejects the Attack Order issued to Commander Fabrizio Colonna. He reveals the Order card received, 
then he takes the Order deck from the Commander-in-Chief and chooses a new Order, in this case a 
Movement Order. Leonard plays the new Order (face down) and assigns the Execution tokens to the Units that 
wants to move. In phase 6 of the round, when all Movement Orders will be revealed, the red army will lose 2 
Moral points for Leonard's disobedience.

– Rejecting a Wait Order to execute a Personal Initiative: if the rejected Order is a Wait Order, the 
Commander can declare a Personal Inititive instead of choosing a new Order. The Personal Initiative is a 
custom Order that comes out of the mold of standard Orders. Only a Unit with a Personality can declare 
Personal Initiatives.

Personality: it is the character who leads a certain Unit. The presence of a Personality within a Unit is 
indicated by a helmet symbol with a value on the Unit card and tile. The value represents the ammount of 
Moral points the opponents can gain if they destroy that Unit.

After declaring a Personal Initiative, the Commander takes the Personal Initiative deck. He secretly chooses a 
card and play it, face down, above the Unit card with Personality who will execute it. Then, he marks the tile on 
the game board of that Unit with an Execution token. The side loses Moral points as indicated by the card 
when it is revealed.

Personal Initiative Cards
Each side has its own deck of 8 different Personal Initiative cards.
Each Personal Initiative card has the following informations: the title, the phase of the round when the card is 
revealed and executed, a text describing game effects, symbols' summary of the effects, and the loss of Moral 
points for the side (the number on the banner). 

Luke, playing in the blue army, rejects a Wait Order with Commander Alfonso d’Este and declares a Personal 
Initiative with the Units of German Landsknecht Pikemen led by the Personality Jacob Empser: he takes the 
Personal Initiative deck, he secretly chooses the  card "Break Asunder" and plays it face down on that Unit 
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card. Then, he assigns the Execution token to the tile of the German Landsknecht Pikemen. In phase 5, 
Attack, the card "Break Asunder" will be revealed, the French army loses 1 Moral points and the effects of the 
card will be applied.

Unit Cards
Each Unit is represented in the game by a card placed adjacent to the Commander card, creating the 
command line. Each Unit card contains the following informations:
1. Illustration: each Unit is represented by an illustration.
2. Banner: it identifies the side to which the Unit belongs.
3. Command: it's the illustration indicating the Commander from which the Unit receives Orders.
4. Name: it identifies the specifc designation of the Unit.
5. Shoot: it's the number on the brass diamond, it indicates the ability and the value to shoot. If the Unit does 
NOT have the brass diamond, it cannot shoot in phase 4, Shoot.
6. Melee: it's the number on the steel square, it indicates the attack value of the Units in melee fights.
7. Movement: there are two numbers separated by a slash on the wooden round, they indicate the movement 
values through the areas of the battlefield. On the left the advancing value and on the right the turning value.
8. Defense: it's the number on the stone triangle, it indicates the resistance value to menage combat effects 
after being targeted by a shoot or after a melee fight.
9. Personality: a white number on a helmet symbol. This indicates that the Unit has a Personality, a nobleman 
or a significant character.
10. Text box: where are explained the special abilities and the additional historical informations (irrelevant for 
the gameplay).
11. Type: the illustration indicates with a sword a Cavalry Unit, with an halberd an Infantry Unit, and with a 
cannon an Artillery Unit.
12. Priority: it's the number printed on the gold hexagon that indicates the order in which the Units operate 
during the game.

Unit Tiles
Each Unit is represented in the game by a tile within an Area of the battlefield. Each Unit tile contains the 
following informations:

1. Frontline: each Unit has on one side of the tile a particular graphic motif indicating the frontline that can 
engage the enemy. Every other side is considered weak. On the back of the Unit tile, the frontline is marked in 
yellow: this indicates that the Unit is wounded. 
2. Illustration: each Unit is represented by an illustration, different between the front (intact Unit) and the back 
(wounded Unit). 
3. Banner: it identifies the side to which the Unit belongs.
4. Command: it's the illustration indicating the Commander from which the Unit receives Orders.
5. Shoot: it's the number on the brass diamond, it indicates the ability and the value to shoot. If the Unit does 
NOT have the brass diamond, it cannot shoot in phase 4, Shoot.
6. Melee: it's the number on the steel square, it indicates the attack value of the Units in melee fights. Some 
Units also have modifiers in melee combat against specific types of Units, as described in the Unit card's text 
box.
7. Movement: there are two numbers separated by a slash on the wooden round, they indicate the movement 
values through the areas of the battlefield. On the left the advancing value and on the right the turning value.
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8. Defense: it's the number on the stone triangle, it indicates the resistance value to menage combat effects 
after being targeted by a shoot or after a melee fight.
9. Personality: a white number on a helmet symbol. This indicates that the Unit has a Personality, a nobleman 
or a significant character.
10. Type: the illustration indicates with a sword a Cavalry Unit, with an halberd an Infantry Unit, and with a 
cannon an Artillery Unit.
11. Priority: it's the number printed on the gold hexagon that indicates the order in which the Unit operates 
during the game.

Unit
Each Unit type is characterized by a specific form of the tile. The tile sizes allow a precise arrangement of 
Units within each Area of the battlefield.
Each Unit is reproduced on both sides of the card: on the back the Unit is wounded, recognisable by the 
frontline marked in yellow. 

Cavalry rectangular tile
Wounded Cavalry rectangular tile
Infantry square tile
Artillery rectangular tile

The Entrenchment
The Spanish army prepared to battle the previous day by setting up an entrenchment to protect the troops.
The entrenchement consists of a frontline wide 3 Areas and a sideline of 2 Areas. Both entrenchment lines 
modify the movements and the fights through them. 
Ranged combats: shooting lines running through the Entrenchment frontline increase the range value by 1. 
The Units occupying the Areas highlighted in yellow (B5, C5, D5) ignore this modifier for the favorable position.
Melee fights: modify the Melee and the Defense value of the Units occupying the areas highlighted in yellow 
(B5, C5, D5) by +1 when they are in a melee fight through the frontline of the entrenchment. Cavalry units 
can't attack through the entrenchment.
Movement: Artillery and Cavalry Units may never overcome the entrenchment.

3. Maintain the Position
In the third phase of the round the Commanders with the Maintain the Position Orders or with Personal 
Initiatives that are activated during this phase, simultaneously reveal the cards. Who reveals a card that 
replaces a rejected Order loses 2 Moral points for his side or in the case of a Personal Initiative loses the 
Moral points indicated on the card.

Each Unit marked by a square Execution token in the command line of a Commander with the Maintain the 
Position Order simultaneously executes the Order. If there are Units with Personal Initiative cards in this 
phase, those are executed in priority order. Remove the Execution token from each Unit who executed the 
Order.

Maintain the Position: modify the Melee and the Defense value by +1. This modifier is lost when the Unit 
receives a new Order or if the Units withdraw or retreats for a combat effect. Put a triangular Maintain the 
Position token on the Unit tile to indicate the presence of the modifier.
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Leonard controls the Commander Pedro Navarro who received and accepted a Maintain the Position Order, 
marking three of his four Unit tiles with Execution tokens. Now Leonard execute the Order by marking the 
three Unit tiles with the Maintain the Position tokens taken from the common pool. Then, he removes the 
Execution tokens from the tiles: he prepeared his Units to receive the attack of the enemies.

4. Shoot
In the forth phase of the round, Commanders who declared Personal Initiatives that are activated during this 
phase reveal simultaneously the card. Those Units and all the Units with Shooting capacity (the brass 
diamond) can shoot, in priority order. 

Important: an Artillery Unit can shoot in this phase only if it has no token on its tile (Execution or Maintain the 
Position tokens).

Range and line of fire
A Unit with shooting capacity can target any Area in its line of fire that starts from the frontline: the range is 
equal to the number of Areas it needs to pass through to reach the target Area. 
In the range calculation, the Unit can change the target to an adjacent Area to the right or to the left by 
performing a last orthogonal shift. In this case the range is increased by 1. So, the lines of fire can be straight 
or L-shaped lines.

When performing ranged combats you target an Area, not a specific Unit: if the targeted Area contains more 
than one Unit, the opponent Commander-in-Chief decide beforehand which of these Units will manage any 
combat effects.

You can't attack an enemy Unit if on the line of fire there is another enemy Unit closest to the attacker.
The line of fire can pass through Areas with friendly Units, but if the attack fails the side will lose 1 Moral point.

Important: increase by +1 the range of a line of fire if it passes through the frontline of the entrenchment. The 
Units in the Areas highlighted in yellow (B5, C5 and D5) ignore this modifier for the favorable position. A 
Commander who throws the dice for a wounded Unit reduces by -1 its result.

The Commander who leads the shooting Unit must declare the target Area (making sure that is reachable by 
its line of fire) and calculate the range, altered by any modifier, if need be. Then, he rolls the dice and adds to 
the result the Shoot value of the attacking Unit (the brass diamond). Finally, subtract the range to the total (and 
any other modifiers): if the attack result is greater than zero the shoot was successful. In this case, the 
Commander leading the Unit must immediately menage the combat effects. 
When all the Units with shooting capacity had the opportunity to attack, this phase ends.

Movement
Each Unit has its own movement capacity between the Areas of the battlefield that is the combination of 
advancing and turning values of the tile.
If a Unit moves outside of the battlefield for whatever reason, it is destroyed.

5. Attack
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In the fifth phase of the round the Commanders with the Attack Orders or with Personal Initiatives that are 
activated during this phase, simultaneously reveal the cards.

Who reveals a card that replaces a rejected Order loses 2 Moral points for his side or in the case of a 
Personal Initiative loses the Moral points indicated on the card.

Each Unit marked by a square Execution token in the command line of a Commander with the Attack Order 
executes the Order, in priority order. If the Unit was marked by a Maintain the Position token, it is immediately 
removed.

Attack: the Unit must move (by advancing and/or turning) to engage an enemy Unit and fight in melee.

Engaging: the engage happens when the front of the tile of the attacking Unit is adjacent to another Area with 
1 or more enemy Units. To engage the enemy, the Unit may move (by advancing and/or turning) respecting the 
limit of its Movement values. If the frontline of the Unit engage more than one enemy Unit at the same time, 
the opponent Commander-in-Chief will decide who will be the target of the attack.

A Unit that fights in melee can first move to engage an enemy Unit (all Movement rules must be respected, 
see Movement). Once engaged, the Commander of the attacking Unit rolls the die. If he's not satisfied with the 
result he can re-roll it a second time, but in this case the second result must be used. Add the Melee value of 
the Unit to the result (the number in the steel square) and the contingent modifiers. 
Then, the defending Commander rolls the die (once): add the Melee value of the defending Unit to the result 
and the contingent modifiers. 
Who gets the highest result wins the fight: the difference between the two totals will be the attack result that 
the Commander of the defeated Unit must manage as combat effects. In the case of a tie, nothing happens.

Important: if a Unit with an Attack Order fails to engage an enemy Unit, the attack fails and his side loses 1 
Moral point.

Cavalry Units advancing at least 1 Area before engaging an enemy Unit get a +1 Melee modifier. Cavalry Units 
can't attack through entrenchment lines.
The Units occupying the Areas highlighted in yellow (B5, C5 and D5), when they are attacked through the front 
line of the entrenchment get a +1 Melee and Defense modifier.
The Commander who rolls the dice for a wounded Unit reduces by -1 his result.

Remove the Execution token from each Unit who executed the Order. When all the Units with the Attack Order 
had the opportunity to fight in melee, this phase ends.

Round 3: the Light Cavalry Unit under the command of Fabrizio Colonna received the Attack Order. Leonard 
moves the Unit by advancing and turning to engage the enemy French Pikemen Unit. Now Leonard can fight 
in melee.

Combat effects
A successfully shoot or melee fight causes a loss of Moral points to the opponent side. 
The Commander who leads a Unit that has to menage combat effects, caused by the attack result, must 
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choose 1 of the following: 

– Lose Moral points: the Commander who decides to lose Moral points as combat effects loses Moral points 
for his side equal to the attack result.

– Wound: the Commander who decides to wound the Unit as combat effects subtracts to the attack result the 
Defense value of the Unit (the stone triangle). If the Defense value is not enough to reduce to zero the attack 
result, his side loses Moral points equal to the remainder. If the Defense value is greater than the attack result, 
excess points are ignored. The tile of a wounded Unit is flipped, to show the side with the frontline marked in 
yellow. A wounded Unit does NOT lose any token it has on its tile (Execution or Maintain the Position).
If you wound a Unit that had already been wounded, you destroy that Unit (the tile, the card and its markers 
are removed from the game). If a Unit with a Personality is destroyed, the opponent side gain Moral points 
equal to the value of the Personality (the white number on the helmet symbol).

James must menage the combat effects after the melee fight with Leonard's Light Cavalry. He decides to 
subtract 2 to the attack result by wounding his French Pikemen with Defense 2. James flips the Unit tile: the 
attack result is now zero and so he prevented the loss of Moral points for his side.

– Withdraw: the Commander who decides to withdraw the Unit as combat effects subtracts 1 to the attack 
result. If it's not enough to reduce to zero the attack result, his side loses Moral points equal to the remainder. 
The Unit tile must be moved in the adjacent Area in the opposite direction of the front of the attack, without 
turnings. If this movement is not executable, the Unit is destroyed. A Unit who withdraw loses any token 
(Execution or Maintain the Position) on its tile.

Leonard must menage the combat effects after the ranged combat of Luke's Cannons. He decides to reduce 
by 1 the combat result, equal to 2, by withdrawing his Spanish Swordsmen Unit. Leonard moves his Unit tile: 
the remainder of 1 must be absorbed by losing 1 Moral point for his side.

– Retreat: the Commander who decides to retreat the Unit as combat effects subtracts 2 to the attack result. If 
it's not enough to reduce to zero the attack result, his side loses Moral points equal to the remainder. The tile 
of the Unit who retreats must turn its frontline in the opposite direction of the front of the attack and must 
advance of all its advancing value (the left number in the wooden circle). If this advancement is not 
executable, the Unit is destroyed. A Unit who retreats loses any token (Execution or Maintain the Position) on 
its tile.

Gabriel decides to retreat the Spanish Musketeers Unit after a ranged combat to reduce by 2 the attack result.  
Gabriel turns his Unit tile in the opposite direction to the front of the attack and advances by 1 Area, equal to its 
advancing value.

Important: if you choose to wound, withdraw or retreat a Unit attacked on one of his weak sides, the attack 
result is increased by 1.

6. Movement
In the sixth phase of the round the Commanders with the Movement Orders or with Personal Initiatives that 
are activated during this phase, simultaneously reveal the cards. Who reveals a card that replaces a 
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rejected Order loses 2 Moral points for his side or in the case of a Personal Initiative loses the Moral 
points indicated on the card.

Each Unit marked by a square Execution token in the command line of a Commander with the Movement 
Order executes the Order, in priority order. If the Unit was marked by a Maintain the Position token, it is 
immediately removed.

Movement: the Unit must move by advancing and/or turning its tile on the battlefield, according to its 
Movement values.

Advancing: the first value to the left indicates the number of advancing that can be accomplished in a round 
by the Unit. The advancing is always orthogonal: you move from one Area to the next one, in the direction 
pointed by the frontline of the tile. You can enter an Area, or just pass through it, only if there is enough space 
for the tile. You can't enter into Areas containing enemy Units.

Turning: the second value, to the right, is the number of rotations that can be accomplished in a round by the 
Unit. Each turning allows to rotate the frontline of the Unit by 90 degrees, clockwise or anticlockwise, 
remaining in the same Area.

Advancing and turnings can be executed by the Commander leading the Unit in any sequence, observing the 
maximum Movement values.

Remove the Execution token from each Unit who executed the Order.

When the movement ends within an Area shared with other Units of the same side, the Commander who has 
just executed the movement can freely rearrange the orientation and the placement of the Unit tiles to fit the 
position of the Unit just moved. In the case of simple transit, it is enough to have space for the tile tou are 
moving (even if oriented differently) and you cannot reorganize existing tiles. 
Units there are rearranged after a movement lose any Execution token, if able.

Important: if a Unit must execute a Movement Order fails to use at least one Movement value (by advancing 
or turning), his side loses 1 Moral point. The Order is executed when the final position of the tile is different 
from the starting position. 

When all the Units with the Movement Order had the opportunity to fight in melee, this phase ends.

Gabriel moves the Spanish Musketeers Unit advancing in an Area. In that Area there is the Unit of Pedro 
Navarro, commanded by Leonard. Gabriel decides to reorganize the two Units moving his Infantry Unit in front 
and behind the one of Leonard.

7. Wait
In the last phase of the round the Commanders with the Wait Orders or with Personal Initiatives that are 
activated during this phase, simultaneously reveal the cards. Who reveals a card that replaces a rejected 
Order loses 2 Moral points for his side or in the case of a Personal Initiative loses the Moral points indicated on 
the card.
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Each Unit marked by a square Execution token in the command line of a Commander with the Wait Order 
simultaneously executes the Order. If there are Units with Personal Initiative cards in this phase those are 
executed, in priority order. Remove the Maintain the Position token from each Unit who executed the Order.

Wait: the Unit wait without doing anything.

Then, remove the Execution token from each Unit who executed the Order. 

All Orders were executed: it's time to reveal the Strategy card in play and verify that the issued Orders match 
it. For each Order that does not match the side loses 4 Moral points.
All Order cards return in the deck of the Commander-in-Chief.
 
When this phase ends, the round ends and a new one starts.

The end of the game
At the end of the eight round, the game ends. The side with the most number of Moral points wins. In the case 
of a tie the winner side is who has the highest number of Units on the battlefield. If the tie persists the victory is 
awarded to the side that has the least number of wounded Units.
If a side loses all the Moral points the game ends and that side loses immediately the game.
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